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EDITOR’S JOURNAL

Open Heart

Publisher

A bit over a month ago, I had the unexpected experience of lying on a metal 
table while a surgeon explored my heart and opened a clogged artery.  It 
was, shall I say, a distressing experience, as well as a heart opening one.  
Since that day, I’ve been reminded of important things and people too often 

neglected, and I was prompted to return to a journal I wrote in the December/January 
2000-2001 issue after a cancer diagnosis.  It was a gratitude journal of sorts—my 
attempt to recognize all the people who at that time meant so much to me—gratitude 
I had failed to express publicly at the previous Thanksgiving gathering of twelve of 
my friends and family.  Everyday should be a day of thanksgiving, so what follows 
is the 2013 version of that journal.  

___________

I’m grateful for the gift of my three children. For my son, Jess, a painter, whose 
curiosity and passion for art is inspiring; for my son, Ben, whose adventuresome 
nature took him on dangerous journeys and who now is a wonderful and loving father; 
and for Alyssa, my beautiful daughter who is the most hardworking, accomplished 
student and person I know.  I’m blessed by my fiancé, Tanya, who I’ve loved for two 
decades and who will always be my anam cara and the love of my life; by her family 
and friends who have been so thoughtful and supportive of her and of me during recent 
months. I’m blessed by loving and fun loving Pete and Soni, who are an inspiration to 
everyone who knows them; by Eric’s counsel, love and open-mindedness; by Nora’s 
deep-running love for healing, and for her and Eric’s friendship. I’m grateful for 
Bryan’s sense of humor, John’s artistry, Jack’s patience and courage, and by Susan’s 
words.  I’m blessed by my Aunt Donna, who has shown me what fearlessness truly 
is. I’m thankful for Marie, my bookkeeper, whose unflagging attention to detail saves 
me; and for all of the staff at PL and Brandylane for their hard work, perseverance 
and dedication.

There are so many others who have brought me joy and who have enriched my 
life.  Friends, old and new, if you’re out there, love is the best thing I can give.

And from my 2000 journal, my gratitude for these gifts still stands:  a slice of moon 
on an autumn night, a walk in the Japanese garden, a car to drive, water to drink, and 
bread and produce on the grocery shelves.  Thanks to the universe for Sinatra, Thai 
and Italian food, DeNiro, Anthony Quinn, poetry, peace when it happens, for love 
and good health.  I am truly grateful for a warm bed and the clothes on my back, for 
legs to walk, eyes to see, ears to hear sweet words of love.

Life is good.  Don’t forget to celebrate it everyday. pl
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By Nuala Galbari

F E A T U R E

WHRO
One of Our Community’s Greatest Assets

P
rior to my move from Minnesota to Virginia in 
2005, I had been a rather passive listener of public 
radio, although I periodically supported the public 
television station. Moving to a new city or state can 
often be a difficult transition, and although I already 

had some friends living in the area, new connections formed 
through WHRO would exert a great influence on my life. I 
picked up the phone and became an active member of public 
radio and television and resolved to do my part in helping support 
the stations that offered such a rich tapestry in educational and 
entertaining programming. 

Through my newfound friends and associates at the station, 
along with those whom I met socially at events hosted by 
WHRO, I became more involved with the arts community, and 
even changed direction in my professional life.

It all began with a pledge to public radio and television.
My support of WHRO, Channel 15, and WHRO 90.3, 

specifically, opened doors to a new family and the most 
excellent experiences, including communications with radio and 
television staff, studio visits, special events and live meet-and-
greet concerts. I discovered a station that I consider to be the 
very best in the country in terms of its educational and cultural 
significance, its community inclusiveness and its offerings for 
all ages.

I was delighted to learn of WHRO’s plans for radio signal 
expansion, which now serves the Middle Peninsula, Northern 
Neck and Eastern Shore, while also extending to Virginia 
Beach, Williamsburg, the Upper Peninsula and James City and 
York Counties. Prior to the expansion, the signals were often 
interrupted or weaker in certain areas; however, WHRO listened 
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to its supporters’ needs and made a commitment to improve 
services to these areas by investing over $3 million in its Radio 
Signal Expansion Project. 

Along with its diverse programming, WHRO leads the 
educational initiative by preparing children for success through 
its allegiance with the Virginia school system, and it is the only 
public broadcasting station in the United States that is owned 
by nineteen public school districts. The acronym, WHRO proves 
that education is at its core: W - Home Room One.

Founded fifty years ago, WHRO adopted the principle of 
distance-learning, using the then new technology of television 
to reach out to classrooms in the greater Norfolk and Hampton 
Roads areas. Today, WHRO offers more than 150 courses for 
teacher training, along with twenty-two online high school 
courses and forty advanced placement and world language 
courses, all of which serve to reduce educational expenses by the 
school districts, saving taxpayers more than $7 million annually.

In recent years, education, the arts and sciences have 
experienced severe cuts in federal and state funding and the 
impacts have been equally harsh on public radio and television, 
creating the need for more support from listeners, foundations, 
educational partners and corporations. The percentage of 
membership support for public television and radio varies 
nationwide, with WHRO receiving approximately twenty-six 
per cent of its revenue from membership. This translates to only 
one supporting member for every ten listeners or viewers of the 
station. Members comprise a very important part of the financial 
support that is necessary to bring outstanding programming to 
the public, yet WHRO still works on the honor system, by asking 
viewers/listeners of their stations to support the programming, 
yet not requiring it.

I am often reminded of how well the honor system works in 
the United States. In my native Britain, most of us are required 
to purchase television licenses just for the privilege of watching 
the television. Annual costs for a color television license are 
approximately $290, and cable TV rates are additional. Most 
households that own televisions are required to pay this licensing 
fee, which is levied to fund radio, television and other services, 
although concessions are allowed by the government to citizens 
over the age of seventy-five. Moreover, surveillance is carried 
out by detector vans to prevent television owners from evading 
licensing fees. While this may sound like something from a 
futuristic film, it is a fact in Britain, and owners are liable to 
potential prosecution and fines of up to $2,000.

Much more agreeable, therefore, for viewers in the U.S., is 
the choice between using your own antenna, paying for dish or 
cable television, or simply watching public television without the 
requirement to pay for a license. For those who choose public 
television and radio, they often do so to enjoy the intelligent 
programming, fine arts, nature and science features, along 
with excellent children’s programs, and to be able to enjoy 
all the selections without frequent commercial interruptions. 
Considering that basic membership is a mere $48 per year, it 
is a superb investment in programming, in education and in the 
community.

Another important factor is the content of the children’s 
programming. In 1999, the American Academy of Pediatrics’ 
Committee on Public Education reported on the impact of 
media violence on aggressive behavior in their study on media 
education. More than 1,000 scientific studies and reviews 
concluded that, “Significant exposure to media violence 
increases the risk of aggressive behavior in certain children and 
adolescents, desensitizes them to violence, and makes them 
believe that the world is a ‘meaner and scarier’ place than it is.”  
While this study included video games and other media, it also 
referred to television programs, many of which may traumatize 
young children.  

Public television programs for children, such as those offered 
by WHRO, are sources you can trust to educate and inform—
programming that helps young people evaluate, analyze and 
interpret their world. Parents and teachers can assist children 
in developing critical thinking and viewing skills, while 
encouraging them to decipher positive and negative influences 
and impacts of media.

With its involvement in many aspects of education and 
teacher training, WHRO goes a long way toward helping 
children and young adults in these efforts—in short, a sort of 
Global Positioning System through the media.

For those among us who are a little more ‘seasoned’, 
WHRO continues to educate and delight with programs such as 
Masterpiece, Nature, Nova, Antiques Roadshow and Washington 
Week in Review, in addition to outstanding concerts, opera, 
drama and local community programs. WHRO works hard for 
its viewers; the radio stations offer 24-hour programming, the 
world’s best classical music, along with contemporary music and 
other selections. Yet, it does not end there. WHRO chooses its 
content around its viewers’ decisions, and listens to its audience. 
Its programming is not directed by commercial advertising or 
corporate sponsors. Unlike commercial stations, when members 
vote on their favorite selections, WHRO makes future choices 
around its members’ preferences. 

Recently, I attended a concert with members of WHRO staff. 
Before the concert began, we were invited to meet the performing 
artists and were given the opportunity to chat informally with 
them and take photographs. For the cost of the concert tickets, 
we didn’t simply have seats, but an invitation to meet the artists 
as well as support our public television station. 

I believe that public television is one of the United 
States’ greatest assets; it speaks volumes toward community 
involvement, education, arts, sciences, healthcare and intelligent, 
well-balanced political reporting.  Membership fees are returned 
ten-fold, and viewers have the option of supporting the station at 
whatever level they desire.

With its expanded service to new regions, its award-winning 
programming and continuing excellence, WHRO is poised for a 
great future.

For more information, to become a member, or to participate 
in WHRO’s Campaign for Independence, please visit www.
whro.org, or capitalcampaign@whro.org, or contact Virginia.
Thumm@whro.org. pl

This translates to only one supporting member for every 
ten listeners or viewers of the station.
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B U S I N E S S

VASHTI’S JEWELERS
Setting Sail for Spring and Summer

By Nuala Galbari

We stepped in to Vashti’s 
Jewelers on a somewhat 
inclement afternoon and 

owner, Joan Roane, had just the tonic 
to bring a smile to our faces. 

Blues, greens and aquamarines, 
sprightly mermaids and elegant sea 
horses; richly-toned jewels that promoted 
warm thoughts following what seemed to 
be an unusually long winter’s season. 

Joan presented a delicate collection of turquoise, 
diamond, pearl and gold sea creatures by Galatea, a 
company that produces pearls from their farm in the warm 
waters off the coast of Vietnam. A gold mermaid swam 
beneath a turquoise jewel with a diamond at its center, while 
holding a smaller diamond in her hands; I was captivated by 
the necklace. A handsome blue crab pendant also drew my 
attention, and a finely carved sea horse was presented along 
with a gold angel sporting pearl wings. Joan enthralled with 
other selections from the Bagley Company, nautical jewels 
of mother-of-pearl and sterling silver. 

The jewelers at Vashti’s are inspired by wildlife and 
nature, and this is apparent in their many collections. They 
also favor traditional jewels and timeless craftsmanship. 
Joan acknowledges that today’s brides-to-be are making 
different choices from the established china and crystal, 

and sadly, some of the fine crystal 
companies have been pressured 
to close, due in part to off-shore 
production. However, some 
customers still favor china and crystal 
for gifts and special occasions, and the 

fine gems such as sapphire, rubies and 
diamonds, all remain highly desirable. 

Although the commodities market has 
been shifting like an ocean breeze, and gold 

has seen a decline in recent years, sterling silver, 
platinum and precious gems still hold their own. In fact, 
jewelers in the United States, the United Kingdom and 
Europe have reported strong sales, despite international 
economic downturns. Fine, hand-crafted jewelry by 
master craftsmen is still highly desired, and Vashti’s has 
borne witness to that fact, operating a successful business 
for over fifty-one years. 

Three generations of the family have served customers 
in Main Street; Vashti Wilcher, her daughter, Joan Roane, 
and granddaughter Nicole Michael have, in turn, devotedly 
served generations of Virginians at their store, assisted by 
Tammy Smith and jeweler, Keven Hanscom. 

This highly skilled trade requires patience, dedication, 
courage and a natural talent. Twice annually, Joan and 
Nicole attend jewelry seminars to learn new aspects of the 
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Edgehill Shopping Center
In the Heart of Gloucester Courthouse

804-693-3434

MASTER JEWELERS
Unique, imaginative, finely crafted jewelry

Riparian 
romance

For those who love the sea

Sea Horse

Mermaid

Crab

business along with national trends, 
educational updates and a global focus 
on the trade. This expertise is then 
brought home and integrated into the 
business. Customers continually benefit 
from Vashti’s knowledge, selections 
and thoughtful service. 

Just as a musician understands 
composition, melody, rhythm and 
key, a jeweler must comprehend light, 
color, line, texture and shape to fashion 
nature’s elements into a perfect creation, 
each piece a unique expression of its 

artist. When you acquire a fine, hand-
crafted jewel,    it provides continuity 
throughout the years and is something 
to relish for generations.

Virginians have a great love for the 
natural environment and their aquatic 
lifestyles. Whatever the occasion, you 
will find stunning, hand-crafted jewelry 
and gifts at Vashti’s to reflect these 
influences. Moreover, you will receive 
the warmest welcome and become part 
of the family. pl

Orca SculptureGold Angel with Pearl Wings

L to R: Joan Roane, daughter Nicole Michael 
and Tammy Smith
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The onslaught of World War II found Middlesex 
County Woman’s Club members selling 25-cent 
corsages of War Bond stamps, knitting socks and 

scarves for the troops and entertaining service men from 
nearby military installations (particularly Ft. Eustis) for 
dinner on weekends at the clubhouse with junior club 
members as hostesses. The hundred-year history of the 
woman’s club movement in America reports that urban 
club members donated their wedding gowns to prospective 
brides of servicemen.

Women worked in factories and joined the WAC to 
support the WWII effort. Men deferred from service for 
reasons of health or family responsibilities were drafted 
into war work. War work meant working in industries and 
factories making products that were necessary to supply 
troops.

I did a brief stint as a file clerk at the Hampton Roads 
Port of Embarkation in Hampton in 1941, where I once 
filed records of an American cargo ship struck by a German 
U-boat off the coast of Virginia. It was carrying shoes and 
shirts to British troops.

My husband, Vernon, had an emergency appendectomy 
on Pearl Harbor Day. This event changed his draft status. 
Instead of service overseas, he was assigned to war work at 
home building Liberty ships for Sun Shipbuilding Company 
in Chester, Pennsylvania, and later put on an assembly line 
in the Ford factory building Jeeps.

As a young mother with a three-year old son, I was 
saddened that there were no tricycles available because 

H I S T O R Y

By Ruby Lee Norris

On the Home Front

Ruby Lee Norris wrote this piece in November 2003. Dianne Jordan of Gloucester recently 
discovered it among other pieces written by Ruby Lee and passed it on to us for publication. 
Ruby Lee’s new book, A Long View from Sandy Hook’s Pine Grove, was published in 2012 
and is available for purchase from www.pleasantlivingmagazine.com/books or by calling 
804.644.3090. Ruby Lee passed away in March 2012.

no metals were designated for civilian use. We settled for 
a little red wagon made entirely of wood. One of its axles 
broke within weeks and almost broke my heart. How would 
my son grow up properly without a tricycle or a little red 
wagon?

My sense of patriotism would not let me remain at home 
full-time and raise our son as I had planned. When calls 
for teachers continued to come over the radio and in the 
newspapers after we moved from Hampton to Philadelphia, 
I found a neighborhood grandmother to take care of our son 
and joined the staff of a private secretarial and accounting 
school in downtown Philadelphia teaching American 
literature and French. We thought that private school 
teaching would be less demanding than public school 
teaching. (I had already taught two years in Hampton in an 
auditorium converted to take care of the influx of servicemen 
in the area.) Little did we know!

The school was expanding its offerings to include high 
school subjects to accommodate G.I.’s beginning to come 
home. The G.I. bill had become law and the boys were 
returning from duty in the European and Atlantic theaters 
of war. They were anxious to take advantage of the bill and 
finish high school and prepare for college. High schools 
were not prepared for the influx of adult students. In fact, 
they were concerned about allowing G.I.s in classes with 
teenagers, aside from the fact that they had not provided 
additional space and classes for them.

Following guidelines from the State Department of 
Education in Harrisburg, the owner and I established an 
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accredited high school on the second 
floor of an office building in downtown 
Philadelphia at Ninth and Chestnut 
Streets. We had classrooms, a library, a 
laboratory and we rented the ballroom of 
the Ben Franklin Hotel for convocations 
and an annual dance (a G.I. prom).

I filled all the requisitions for a 
chemistry and biology laboratory and 
ordered the basic reference books for 
a library. When we faced the fact that 
Pennsylvania certified teachers were 
in short supply, we turned to business 
firms, industry and liberal arts college 
graduates to form a highly experienced 
and intellectual teaching staff. As well as 
assembling the staff and holding faculty 
meetings, I also was an ambassador to 
the high school guidance departments 
to inform them of our accreditation and 
offerings.

The high schools, both public and 
parochial (Catholic and Friends), 
welcomed our presence. We operated 
a day school and a night school for 
about five years to meet the demand 
of hundreds of G.I.s. They were ideal 
students, focused and cooperative and 
appreciative. It was not unusual for a 
teacher to find roses on her desk when 
she came to work.

Meanwhile, my husband found out 
about shift work and assembly line 
hazards. At Sun Ship when he was 
climbing steel framework, he saw a man 
slip on icy steel and disappear in the 
depths of the Liberty ship. At Ford, when 
he was on the assembly line making 
Jeeps, he was chastised by his boss for 
working too fast, out of synch with the 
other workers.

Obtaining groceries was a daily 
challenge. I learned to stand in line 
in Hampton where I found a kosher 
butcher who would allocate meat to 
regular customers. After I established 
my credibility, he would cut, wrap and 

save precious lamb chops and steaks, 
which I picked up on a certain day each 
week.

Taking that bit of experience with me 
to Philadelphia, I found a neighborhood 
grocer who did the same thing for me. 
The trick in both cases was to keep 
secret your agreement and keep a poker 
face while standing in line. Standing in 
line became a routine almost everyday. 
Wherever I saw a line as I commuted 
from suburban Philadelphia into the 
city, I stopped. Frequently the line 
would be so long that I couldn’t see 
what was being distributed. I always 
figured that it had to be one of three 
things:  sugar, detergent or cigarettes 
(my husband was a smoker at the 
time), and we needed all of them, or we 
thought we did.

My commute was an adventure 
in suburban-urban transportation. I 
walked four blocks to catch the bus 
that took me to a big terminal where 
I caught the subway-elevated system 
into the inner city. There I found my 
way through another terminal to the 
street car line and rode it about seven 
blocks to our office building accredited 
high school.

My Dutch descent neighbor from 
New Jersey and I shopped zealously 
early every Saturday morning during 
the summer. Rising at 4 a.m., we took 
the bus to the Mennonite Farmer’s 
Market to buy the most beautiful fresh 
vegetables you can imagine. I still 
can see bunches of beets and carrots, 
fresh spinach and lettuce displayed like 
jewels on their stands.

To supplement these vegetables, 
we each cultivated a Victory Garden, 
which was allocated to us by the Villa 
d’Este apartments where we lived. They 
had been built on an old estate where 
a former tuberculosis sanitarium had 
been located. From my Dutch friend, 

we learned to grow and love Swiss 
chard. The adjoining garden belonged 
to an Italian couple, who planted hot 
peppers that cross pollinated with our 
bell peppers. How happy they were to 
fall heir to all the peppers!

Rationing affected what we ate 
also. There were limited amounts of 
canned fruits and vegetables even if 
you had enough stamps to buy them. 
To fill that gap on our grocery shelves, I 
came home to Topping during August. 
My mother helped me can quarts of 
peaches, tomatoes, and a vegetable 
mix of tomatoes, butterbeans, and 
corn. They were transported in the 
trunk of a cousin’s car as we visited 
our families in Virginia. He was also 
in war work in Chester.

We had sold our Plymouth P-17 
because we were not able to accumulate 
enough gas stamps for the trip to and 
from Topping and Philadelphia. Many 
of us were in the same boat. I recall 
seeing a soldier sitting on his suitcase 
in the aisle of a bus coming from 
Tappahannock to Saluda on one of our 
trips home. My dear father eventually 
learned the location of all the bus 
and train terminals from Richmond 
to Tappahannock to Saluda. Once 
he drove to Main Street Station in 
Richmond to meet my Baltimore 
sister who got off the train at the 
Broad Street Station since it was the 
first stop in Richmond. It must have 
been pure love and doggedness that 
got them together in those days of no 
cell phones.

Amazingly, we survived, as did 
many others who lived through those 
memorable times on the home front. 
All this and we were only thirty-
two years old when we returned to 
Virginia. pl

"Amazingly, we survived, as did many others who lived 
through those memorable times on the home front. "
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P R O F I L E

ACE Construction
A Renaissance in Good Building 

O
ne afternoon in late autumn, 2009, while out 
for our afternoon walk, we passed a small 
cottage that had been uninhabited for some 
time, but was undergoing restoration.  A local 
construction company had been engaged to 

do the restoration, and as we observed the progress, we felt 
inclined to stop by and say hello.

We knocked on the door and met Mark Cook of Ace 
Construction, who welcomed us warmly and invited us in 
to see the work-in-progress.  This 1960s-era cottage was 
being renovated, inside and out, with new carpeting, new 
hardwood floors, and a complete kitchen remodeling.  A 
walk-in butler’s pantry and a new laundry area had also 
been added, among other features.  Every small detail, 
from the closet interiors to new door hardware, windows 
and lighting fixtures, and hardwood floors, was beautifully 

executed, and the craftsmanship was outstanding.  Upon 
seeing the fine workmanship at this cottage, we engaged 
the services of Ace Construction to custom-build a new 
garage, shop and studio building on our property, as well 
as install French windows and new kitchen windows at the 
house.

The projects took over one year to complete, and 
during that period, Virginia had more than its fair share of 
tribulations, with a harsh winter, severe storms, a hurricane 
and even an earthquake.  Mark worked diligently through 
all and became part of the family, driving over to check 
on us following storms, helping with other projects and 
even coming to our rescue when we suffered a couple 
of plumbing problems at our house. Over the course of 
that year, during the new construction and other smaller 
projects, over fifty skilled tradesmen were employed, 

By Nuala Galbari; Photographs by David L. Justis
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including roofers, plumbers, heating/
ventilation/air conditioning engineers, 
electrical engineers, painters, 
insulation installers, cable engineers, 
masons and concrete finishers, among 
other craftsmen.  Ace Construction 
acquired locally-sourced, fine quality 
materials and worked diligently with 
area suppliers to procure the best 
pricing.

Moreover, the company took 
great care to ensure the building and 
materials were environmentally sound, 
acquiescing to our requirement that no 
trees were to be removed during the 
land preparation, that the concrete 
foundation would be pre-treated 
with environmentally safe, non-toxic 
products, and that insulation materials 
were made from green products.  
Often we would make additional 

requests over the planned architectural 
features or discuss changes, and Mark 
would suggest methods of improving on 
the plan.  

From the building’s conception 
through completion, Mark Cook was 
accessible by phone seven days per 
week, and he worked very closely with 
us to ensure we were completely satisfied 
with the time lines for each stage of the 
construction, and to make certain that 
the project remained within budgetary 
requirements. The resulting structure 
maintained the Stafford Colonial style 
of the house, and the handsome building 
houses a studio, den, shop, bathroom 
and garage. 

The fine work performed by Ace 
Construction exceeded our expectations 
in every respect.  Mark Cook explains, 
“We build each custom structure or 

ACE 
CONSTRUCTION
Specialists in Custom Built Homes  

& Remodeling

• Studios, Patios & Decks,  
Orangeries & Greenhouses   

• Windows, Doors, Framing & Siding
• Interior/Exterior Trim   

• Fire, Water & Storm Damage
• Small Projects Welcome

~
Very Competitive Prices, High Specification

~
Please call 804-815-1533  
to discuss your project

Visit us at 
www.aceconstructsgloucester.com

tackle individual projects as though we 
are doing it for our own families.  We 
take extra care to ensure the work for 
our clients is of the highest standard.”

Ace Construction understands 
the specific challenges of building in 
Virginia, and they employ the services 
of high quality, professionally certified 
craftsmen for all their projects.  In 
addition to residential building and 
renovation or repair, the company can 
create lovely decks or patios, construct 
an orangery or greenhouse, or even a 
horse barn.  

Ace Construction offers custom 
building, all phases of remodeling, 
interior and exterior trim, mini storage 
construction, repair of fire, water 
and storm damage, as well as small 
assignments.  The company will also 
recommend landscaping experts to 
complete your project.  For more 
information, please visit their website 
at www.aceconstructsgloucester.com 
or call (804) 684-9032. pl

Mark Cook, owner of Ace Construction, at building site
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B O O K S

Sitting in her sleek contemporary office at the Virginia 
Commonwealth University (VCU) Brand Center 
surrounded by the latest technology and kinetic 
energy of eager students, Professor Caley Cantrell 
revealed an unexpected side – children’s book author. 

In the newly released book, You’re Bringing Me a Baby?!, 
Cantrell and illustrator, Sarah Berkheimer, share the whimsical 
journey of a worrywart dog’s acceptance of a new baby in the 
house. Based on Caley’s experience with her dogs’ genuine 
acceptance of her daughter, the book reveals the human side of 
our canine companions. As Caley told me, “If my dogs walked 
erect and had opposable thumbs, I would have had the two best 
babysitters you could ask for.” Not realizing it at the time, these 
almost humans planted the seed for a picture book.

As a recruit to the Martin Agency from big city living in 
New York and San Francisco, Cantrell eased her adjustment 
to Richmond by satisfying her longtime desire to own dogs. 
First came Grover, a black Lab mix, and soon after, Shelia, 
another mixed breed with a golden retriever coat and lab build.  
Thinking that her family was complete, Cantrell soon learned 
that marriage and the birth of her daughter, Georgia, would add 
another dimension to her family unit.

Upon learning that she was pregnant, Caley recognized that 
Grover and Shelia might have difficulty welcoming a baby into 
their home. After consulting with her parents about what had 

By Roberta Schicher

worked for them, Caley tried to pave the way. First, she had 
her husband bring home some of Georgia’s clothes from the 
hospital so the dogs could absorb her smell. Once home, Caley 
was careful to enter the house without Georgia to reunite with 
her two canine babies. Then, she reentered with Georgia and sat 
on the floor. Grover and Sheila rushed over in an excited panic 
and instantly their sibling instinct kicked in. Grover became 
the protective older brother and insisted on positioning himself 
between Georgia and any new person in the house. Sheila became 
the nurturing older sister, sharing her milk bones by putting them 
under Georgia’s crib. Both dogs responded immediately during 
their daily walks when they heard the command, “Baby on the 
leash,” and neither one ever stole or chewed up Georgia’s toys in 
jealousy or rebellion.

Humbled by her dogs’ reaction to their new human sister, 
Caley found herself sitting at her computer one day with 
words flowing. Not exactly sure what was happening or what 
she had in front of her, she circulated what she had written to 
friends and family asking. “. . . What is this?” The response was 
overwhelming.  Friends and family replied, “It’s a tribute to your 
dogs, publish it!” Caley was flattered by the suggestion, but as a 
mom, professor, and head of the communication strategy track at 
VCU’s Brand Center, there just wasn’t time.

Fast forward to a year and a half ago.  Caley was finally 
ready to expand her multitasking abilities to include publishing 

Caley Cantrell 

Sarah Berkheimer
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her tribute. Unsure about how to proceed, 
Caley shopped her book idea around and 
looked for an illustrator.  This time, the milk 
bones were aligned. Caley reconnected 
with a former Martin Agency colleague, 
Sarah Berkheimer, who wanted to illustrate 
the book. Belle Isle Books, an imprint 
of Brandylane Publishers in Richmond, 
Virginia, expressed an interest in helping 
her get published. 

With images of what she wanted the 
illustrations to look like, Caley sat down 
with Sarah to get started and quickly 
discovered that Sarah’s style was not what 
she envisioned; it was better.  It was fresh, 
alive, whimsical, and more importantly, it 
showed Grover and Sheila as only another 
dog owner could. From the illustration of 
Grover lying on his back in his dog bed 
with all four feet waving the air, to the 
final drawing of the Georgia with her arm 
around Grover as they look out into the 
future, Sarah’s drawings make you smile. 
As Sarah says, “I like doing fun, silly, 
bright drawings.  I like creating eye candy.”  
It was a match.

The book quickly became their passion. 
That passion provided the fuel Caley needed 
to handle the business details of getting the 
book published and the fuel Sarah needed 
to carve out time to draw the illustrations.  
As already seasoned multitasking working 
mothers, the book simply got added to the 
list. 

As for what the future holds, Caley 
and Sarah would love to get the attention 
of a celebrity dog lover such as Ellen 
DeGeneres or Betty White to capitalize 
on the publicity an endorsement at that 
level would bring.  On a local level, they 
are planning to donate a portion of their 
proceeds to the Animal Adoption and 
Rescue Foundation (AARF), a, non-profit, 
all volunteer, non-euthanizing organization 
located in Richmond, Virginia. AARF is 
where Caley found Grover and Sheila as 
well as her two new shelter dogs, Izzie and 
Lance.  Sadly, Grover and Sheila passed 
away before they got to hold the book in 
their paws.

  You’re Bringing Me a Baby?! is now 
available from the publisher at www.
bellislebooks.com, from amazon.com, 
and from fine booksellers everywhere  
(Hardcover, $15.95 retail).  For more 
information,  contact the publisher. pl

Available from belleislebooks.com, amazon.com, 
and from your favorite bookseller.  
For more information call 804-644-3090 
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E S S A Y

By Scott Duprey

Living the Good Life
Oyster Tonging

I
t was a glorious winter morning on Nomini Creek. 
Capt. Gary, a third-generation oysterman, had called 
me the day before and asked if I could cull his catch in 
the morning. Unlike the previous week of cold, windy 
weather, the forecast called for a sunny day in the upper 

50s. It would be a new experience for me; besides, he said that 
I could cull a bushel for myself, so I took the bait. 

When we arrived at the wharf, a skim of ice was quickly 
melting under an unyielding sun. The skiff bucked like a 
penned-up pony as we boarded and loaded her with gear. We 
untied her and jogged out of the cove, then turned her loose 
towards open water, past where some other tongers had already 
congregated and were hauling in oysters. By eight o'clock, the 
sky had broken free of the few lingering clouds and a canopy 
of azure blue appeared above us.   

About a hundred yards from the others, skipper finally 
dropped the outboard down to a purr, then cut it off. The tide 
was slack. We drifted for about another minute or two until 
we just bobbed up and down and side to side. Skipper grabbed 
the long, heavy-ended tongs and dropped them into the water 
until the rakes landed on the bottom. He then started lifting 

the tongs up and down as he slowly walked from the bow 
to the stern of the boat. At the stern, he gathered a "lick" by 
opening and closing the tongs as one would use a posthole 
digger. Then he lifted and pulled the closed tongs back to the 
bow, lifted and hauled them over the railing onto the deck, 
then lifted them back overboard, all in one deft motion.  

As he dropped his tongs back overboard, he turned to me 
with his cigarette clinched between his teeth and barked, "All 
ya gotta do is cull what I throw on the board. Keep what's 
legal and throw everything else back. Whatever you do, don't 
keep one that measures shorter than what the gauge allows 
for." The gauge was a piece of metal shaped like a C-clamp 
with a three-inch gap. If the oyster touched both sides of the 
gap, the oyster was legal. If not, it had to be thrown back. He 
turned to start tonging again but then turned back. "And, 
whatever you do, don't drop the gauge overboard. It's the 
only one I got."  I was sorry to hear that last part.        

I was as eager to cull the first lick as a boy catching his first 
fish. When the skipper threw the first lick on the board, I 
raked through the heap of sand, stone, and shell debris like I 
was looking for gold. I finally found one oyster on the bottom 
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of the pile and snatched it as if it just 
might jump overboard. I fumbled for the 
gauge, measured it and was elated that 
the oyster just fit. Why, you would have 
thought it was a state record!  I threw it 
into the bushel basket and raked the rest 
of debris back into the water. 

Within a minute, the next lick came, 
then another, and another. Each lick 
brought a few more oysters; then it would 
drop off again. Skipper stopped only to 
light another cigarette or to make a point 
in our conversations about fishing, about 
government sanctions, good looking 
women, and just about life in general. 
After a few dry licks in a row, he cranked 
up his skiff and took off for another edge. 
Since oysters don't move in schools like 
rockfish, and there are no flocks of birds 
to determine where the oysters are, I 
asked the skipper how he knew where to 
stop and find the oysters. He clinched his 
cigarette in his teeth and said with a grin, 
"In the blood, son, in the blood."  

It was somewhere between the first and 
second bushel that we hit the motherload 
and the gauge went overboard. We had 
drifted some distance from where he first 
started tonging when the skipper piped 
up as he walked down the length of the 
boat, 

"Oh, yeah!" as he opened and closed 
his tongs.

"Oh, yeah," as he dragged the tongs 
back to the bow.

"Oh, yeah," as he lifted the tongs over 
the rail and heaved a big lick of Nomini 
oysters on the board. 

Several huge oysters caught my eye 
right away. But before I could get them 
all culled and push the debris overboard, 
the skipper threw another lick on the 
board and, within moments, still another. 
All of a sudden, the whole board was 
covered from port to starboard with huge 
oysters. Somehow the gauge got buried 
and I must have inadvertently raked it 
overboard with the debris.   

"Measure it," Capt. barked as he saw 
me palming an oyster trying to determine 
if it was legal. 

"What?" I responded having heard 
perfectly well what he had said. 

"Measure it!" he repeated. 
"What with?" I replied both palms up 

in a hopeless gesture. 
"Where's the gauge?" he asked with a 

tone of annoyance.
All I could do was just point overboard. 

I saw part of his cigarette drop from his 
mouth. I think he had bitten it in half. 
Our day of tonging oysters had come to 
an abrupt end.  

By the time we got back to the wharf, 
cleaned the boat, and unloaded the 
oysters, a stiff breeze was kicking up. For 

me, the day was over and what a great 
day it had been. I learned about the art 
and arduous task of tonging oysters, 
and particularly, just how important the 
gauge is to ensure a legal catch. 

I don't suspect I'll be hearing from the 
skipper to cull his oysters again anytime 
soon. 

Enjoying a bounty of (legal) Nomini 
oysters, all part of living the good life. pl
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F O O D

F
or us natives, and many visitors to River Country, 
summer time is crab pickin’ time. Like a barbecue 
party, a crab pickin’ or feast is a social affair. It’s as 
much about ritual and tradition as it is about food. 
Though messy and informal, there is etiquette 
involved. On balmy summer afternoons, usually 

outside under a shade tree, friends gather around a table covered 
with newspapers featuring a pile of steamed crabs in the center. 
Hours are then spent leisurely picking, eating, drinking beer, 
talking and just hanging out while children run around being 
obnoxious. 

When I was coming along, we always had a crab pot tied to 
the dock and baited with fish heads or whatever. We fished it daily 
and ate steamed crabs whenever we pleased. If you are a visitor 
or don’t have a dock, you can “chicken-neck” from a public pier, 
a friend’s dock or a boat anchored in fairly shallow water, but 
be aware that chicken-neckers are looked down upon by locals. 
Crabs are scavengers and will eat just about anything, especially 
when the bait gets a little “ripe.” Tie a piece of raw chicken, fish 
head or whatever you can find for bait to the end of a line and let 
it rest on the bottom, keeping the line taught enough to feel when 
a crab starts to feed. When you feel the line moving, slowly raise 
it to the surface and dip from below with a crab net. 

Crab Pickin’
By Dan Gill, Ethno-Gastronomist

From mid-summer into the fall, you can also find “doubles” 
on pilings or sometimes swimming on the surface. When an 
immature female is ready for her final molt, a large male will 
cradle her to protect her while she is vulnerable in order to mate 
with her when she sheds. He will continue to protect her until 
her shell gets hard and she can defend herself. After mating, the 
female’s apron is wide, swollen and pinkish and she is called 
a sook. Catching doubles clinging to pilings requires a certain 
degree of finesse: Slowly bring your crab net up under the crabs. 
The male will be watching and will swim away quickly when the 
net gets too close. When your net is about ten inches below the 
crabs, and just before they swim away, quickly raise it to catch 
them. Keep the jimmie for steaming and examine the female. If 
her apron is small and purplish, she is a peeler and the best fishing 
bait you can find. She is also fat, heavy and good to eat when 
steamed. If she has just shed and is still soft, save her for frying, 
but if she has started to harden, let her go. She is too poor and 
light to eat anyway. 

Most people, now including us, just buy crabs from local 
watermen. You can arrange to purchase them alive if you want 
to steam them yourself or already steamed. Ask for number one 
jimmies; they are heavier, have more meat, are easier to pick and 
are worth the extra cost. The cheaper sooks and “white bellies” 
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have recently shed, are light and watery, 
contain very little meat and are hardly 
worth the effort. Crabs are expected to be 
scarce this year and so all will be relatively 
expensive.

To steam crabs, you need a large pot 
with a basket or rack to keep them above 
the boiling water. My mother just used an 
aluminum stockpot with a rack supported 
by three canning jar lids. An enameled 
two-part clam steamer works fine, too. 
Put about two inches of water and vinegar, 
roughly equal parts, in the pot and bring to 
a rolling boil. Some people use beer instead 
of water, but I think it’s waste of good beer 
and you will need it later. Make sure all 
of your crabs are still alive. Using tongs 
or heavy rubber gloves, put about half the 
crabs into your pot and sprinkle generously 

with crab seasoning. Old Bay is popular, but 
we prefer our own straight KA with some 
added coarse or kosher salt. My mother also 
sprinkled on some Coleman’s Dry Mustard. 
Seasoning placed on the crabs does little if 
anything to flavor the insides. The actual 
seasoning comes into play during picking 
when you get it on your hands and transfer 
it to the crabmeat. Quickly finish filling the 
pot with crabs, sprinkle on another layer 
of seasoning and slap on the cover before 
any escape. The crabs will get quite active 
and will try to crawl out. As they heat, they 
will jumble around in the pot distributing 
the seasoning, biting each other and will 
usually lose many of their claws. As a 
defense mechanism, crabs can release 
their appendages when attacked and grow 

Continued on next page
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new ones when they shed. It helps to have 
your crabs very cold before you begin, as 
they are then less active and less likely to 
lose their claws. Another trick is to sever 
the brain stem with an ice pick or pointed 
knife just before steaming. Stick your pick 
through the upper or lower shell just behind 
the eyes and mouthparts. This method 
results in very few claws being detached 
during the steaming process and is much 
less traumatic for crabs and squeamish 
cooks. Steam for about 20 to 30 minutes 
until the top shells are red. Check down a 
few layers in the pot to make sure that they 
have all turned a uniform color.

Crabs can be picked either hot or 
cold. This is purely a personal preference 
and I usually pick them cold simply 
for convenience. Cover your table with 
newspapers or brown paper for easy 
cleanup and dump the crabs in the center 
or in front of each participant. Armed with 
a pointed paring knife, some kind of mallet 
to crack the claws, rolls of paper towels, 
melted butter for dipping (I season mine 
with more KA) and plenty of cold beer, you 
are now ready to get serious. 

It is permissible to heft a few crabs from 
the pile to pick out the heavy ones, but don’t 
be too obvious about it. Start by removing 
the claws (to crack later) then loosen the 
apron with the tip of your knife. Place your 
thumb under the apron and remove the top 
shell. Break your crab in half, remove the 
inedible “dead men” (lungs or gills) and 
scrape out the innards. Many people relish 
the flavorful “yellow stuff,” but it is actually 
part of the digestive system and functions 
as both liver and pancreas. Technically a 
hepatopancreas, it filters impurities from 
the crab’s blood and therefore concentrates 
environmental toxins such as PCBs and 

heavy metals, especially when harvested 
from harbors and industrialized areas, so I 
usually discard it. 

Next remove the remaining legs. I like 
to pinch and twist close to the body or cut 
them off with the knife so that I don’t pull 
out any meat. Removing them completely 
also makes it easier to get to the different 
muscles. At this point most folks will just 
tear into the membranes and shell as best 
they can using the point of the knife to 
coax morsels from the nooks and crannies. 
Usually they will lift out the backfin lump 
in one piece, dip it in seasoned butter and 
savor it before picking out the smaller 
pieces. There is a membrane that separates 
the upper meat (marketed as “special” 
or “regular” crab meat) from the larger 
pieces below the membrane (marketed as 
“backfin” in the trade even though it is 
actually from the leg muscles) and runs 
from the claw to the true backfin or “lump.” 
These two sections can be accessed easier 
by twisting the upper and lower segments, 
causing them to separate naturally along 
this membrane.

When our daughter Sarah was in her 
mid-teens and looking for marketable 
talents, she learned to pick crabs from a 
professional. I watched and learned the 
method, too. She picked for restaurants 
for a while, then moved on to other things. 
Now she just tears into her crabs like most 
other people, but I still use the professional 
technique because I like to pick a whole 
crab, douse it with seasoned butter and eat 
it all at once. After the legs are removed (it 
is better to cut them off with a knife for this 
method), make a cut along the side where 
the legs were removed and parallel to the 
top and bottom shells. Start low on the claw 
end and rise to end up high on the backfin 

end. Try not to cut into the lump muscle. 
The idea is to cut along the membrane, 
separating the upper and lower segments as 
described above. Separate the two halves, 
remove the lump meat and pick the rest 
with your fingers or the tip of your knife. 
This is the best method to use if you are 
picking a quantity for crab cakes or other 
dishes. 

To get to the claw meat, you can either 
crack the shells lightly with a wooden 
mallet or dowel, or place the blade of your 
knife across the shell just below where 
the pinchers branch and strike it just hard 
enough to score the shell so that it can 
be broken and the meat pulled out. Legs 
are hardly worth the trouble, but the first 
segment does contain tasty morsels. Break 
them just above the first joint and strip the 
meat out with your teeth. 

Unless you are good and know what 
you are doing, you probably won’t pick 
enough to balance the energy expended, so 
most crab feasts include some substantial 
food and more beer. Corn-on-the-cob is 
traditional as well as hamburgers or hot 
dogs or whatever else you may want to 
throw on the grill. Often guests will bring 
side dishes; it’s not required but tacitly 
expected, appreciated and is just good 
form.

 Even here in River Country, it is hard to 
find a restaurant that offers steamed crabs 
for customers to pick on site. Now that 
Something Different is going to become 
a real restaurant in Urbanna with a back 
room and fenced in area for picnic tables, 
we will offer steamed crabs on occasion or 
by prior arrangement. pl

See also the story about soft crabs at http://

pine3.info/Savory Swimmers.htm

Continued from previous page
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Corner Rt.17 and Short Lane, 
Gloucester

 695-2999 

Enjoy these over the 
next months

Get the Scoop!

Open Tuesday 
through Sunday

Black Raspberry
Salty Caramel

Chocolate Almond
Strawberry Shortcake

Lemon Custard

Along with many more Regular and 
Artisan Flavors and our Customers' Choice

 Give a gift that lasts 

all year.

Give 
Pleasant Living,

the magazine that
captures the real flavor and 

history of the River Country.

Visit
pleasantlivingmagazine.com

and click on SUBSCRIBE.

ONLINELP

Fresh Flowers, Bouquets, Plants
Distinctive Arrangements

Hand-Made Pottery
 Unique Gifts by Local Artists

Professional Floral Design
~ 

Family Owned and Operated Since 1968

Open: Mon-Thu 9-5:30; Fri 9-6; Sat 9-3
Rte. 17 at York River Crossing

2336 York Crossing Drive, Hayes, VA  
804-642-4555 · 1-800-551-6336
www.gloucesterflorist.com

Sandra Rushing gracefully 
blends spirituality with 
old-fashioned honesty 

to communicate life’s lessons 
and teach us what it means 
to be human.  This collection 
of  beautiful essays is set at 
the historic Poor House Farm 
in the tranquil Shenandoah 
Valley of  Virginia.  

Available from Amazon.com, bn.com, 
and from the publisher at www.
brandylanepublishers.com.  Paperback, 
$16, plus shipping.

Brandylane
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C U L T U R E

By Nuala Galbari

This is indeed a celebratory year for the Virginia 
Shakespeare Festival. Not only will the VSF reach 
its 35th anniversary milestone—but it will also 
enjoy its newly bestowed status as the Official 

Shakespeare Festival of the Commonwealth. 
On June 20th, the new season opens with three 

productions to be staged at Phi Beta Kappa Memorial Hall 
in Williamsburg, and this year, the season will run through 
August 4. The playbill will include A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, Richard III and Henry James’ gothic ghost story, 
The Turn of the Screw.

The Virginia Shakespeare Festival
Celebrates its 35th Anniversary Season

A Midsummer Night’s Dream 
 
“I know a bank whereon the wild thyme blows
Where oxlips and nodding violet grows,
Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine,
With sweet musk–roses, and with eglantine:
There sleeps Titania sometime of the night
Lull’d in these flowers with dances and delight;”
 
Shakespeare’s light, charming, summer’s tale tells of 

passionate lovers, a company of comic actors, a royal 
betrothal, and enchanting, but deceiving, forest dwelling 
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creatures who unite in a masterful 
plot to help bring together, rightly, 
two couples who are in love with the 
wrong partners. Travel into the woods 
and meet fairies, elves, goblins and 
sprites—perhaps an Ass as well. A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream is an 
enduring favorite in the repertoire 
among actors and audiences.

Richard III

Shakespeare’s evil villain, Richard, 
Duke of Gloucester, who later becomes 
King Richard III, is a demanding 
study even for accomplished 
actors. Prominent among many fine 
performances is Sir Laurence Olivier’s 
portrayal of the grotesque figure whose 
opening soliloquy portends darkness to 
come: 

“Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer by 

this son of York;”

In an effort to attain the throne, 
Richard commits the murder of his 
brother, noble characters at court, two 
children and others whom he perceives 
to be blocking his path. Richard’s 
villainous genius symbolizes the 
vices that spelled destruction of the 
Plantagenet dynasty in the War of the 
Roses.

The Turn of the Screw

American-born Henry James was 
a founding member of the school of 
realism in fiction. Primarily known 
for his novels, James also penned a 
collection of ghostly tales, of which this 
one is perhaps the most recognizable; 
it has been adapted for theatre, 
opera and film. In this story, a young 
governess is dispatched to an English 
country residence to take charge of two 
orphaned children. Her young charges 

appear to be quite normal at first, but 
the governess soon after suspects that 
this is not the case and that the eyes of 
evil are upon her.

A long time company actor and 
president of the Guild of the Virginia 
Shakespeare Festival, Joe Dellinger, 
reported that on July 1, the VSF will 
have the honor of being designated the 
Official Shakespeare Festival of the 
Commonwealth. “This designation will 
help us insure that the VSF has a secure 
future, and it will allow us to continue 
to attract some of the finest actors to 
festival productions.”

Interim producing artistic director, 
Robert Ruffin, will step in to direct 
this year’s festival and will also direct 
Turn of the Screw. Ruffin, a native 
of the Tidewater area and a graduate 
of the College of William and Mary, 
is a playwright and educator, and 

was a founding member and former 
artistic director of the Metropolitan 
Playhouse of New York. Ruffin was 
also co-founder and producing artistic 
director of Virginia Premiere Theatre, 
a company that produced many 
successful works in the Tidewater. 
Mark Lerman will direct A Midsummer 
Night’s Dream and David Zarko will 
direct Richard III.

Join the Virginia Shakespeare 
Festival for its 35th Season and 
celebrate with us. Wood nymphs, forest 
folk, romance, political posturing, 
murder, disconcerted governesses and 
supernatural beings. The VSF has it all 
this season!

For more information, and to 
purchase tickets, please contact the 
Virginia Shakespeare Festival at: 
info@virginiashakespearefestival.com 
or call 757.221.2674. pl

 

rappahannock hang-ups, inc. 
& gallery

Tuesday-Friday 10–5; Saturday 10–2
74 S. Main Street, Kilmarnock, VA 22482     804-435-6669

Come in and spend some time at the gallery.
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O  U  T  D  O  O  R  S

Story and Photo by Steve Scala

Those great transition months that blend spring into 
summer are upon the Chesapeake Bay region, 
and that means more time allocated for fishing. 
The trophy striped bass seasons will be winding 

down by mid-May and nature’s time clock should bring 
an abundance of baitfish. Expected to follow are increased 
catches in the 18-22-inch range. Heavy trolling tackle will 
be replaced by spinning and little if any terminal tackles 
for chumming. Inshore tributaries that harbor grassbeds 
and rock pile obstructions are the building blocks for the 
food chain that attracts hungry striped bass. Find some 
quiet inshore waters and hone up your cast and retrieve 
skills with bucktails teamed with sassy shad trailers or 
other soft artificial baits. 

Flounder fishing will begin in earnest in Virginia’s 
lower Chesapeake as early as the first few weeks of May, 
and by June the pursuit of flounder will include anglers as 
far north as the Maryland-Virginia line. Flounder fishing 

ROD N’ REEL TRANSITION TIME 

tactics should include working shallow inshore edges near 
channels and drop-offs. Drifting baits right on the bottom 
and positioning the boat so the baits move across edges 
where the depth drops off is the best tactic for flounder 
fishing. This can be skinny water fishing, so easing into 
the area you are looking for flounder should be as quiet an 
operation as possible. Favored baits for flounder include 
minnows, cut strips of squid or strips of fresh spot and 
menhaden. Live lining spot for large flounder is also a 
popular strategy. A favored combination is a strip of squid, 
cut fish or a minnow on a ½ or one-ounce bucktail.

Bottom fishing is one of the best all around family 
options during the next two months, and croakers should 
be spread out across a wide area of Chesapeake Bay and 
its tributaries. Bloodworms and squid strips fished on two-
hook top and bottom rigs with enough weight to hold bottom 
while drifting is the way to go when catching croakers. 
Shell bottom or areas where there are obstructions that 
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ELBA 

REAL ESTATE & REAL PROPERTY
PERSONAL PROPERTY
BANKRUPTCY
LIQUIDATION
CONSIGNMENT

CALL TODAY FOR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICE!

Built in 1690 by Vincent Cox

CATTLE, HORSE, FARM EQUIPMENT
ANTIQUES 
COLLECTIBLES
FIREARMS
TRUCKS & AUTOMOBILES 

AUCTIONS ARE A PROVEN MARKET FOR THE FASTEST,
 EASIEST, AND MOST EFFECTIVE WAY 

TO ASSET LIQUIDITY.
SCOTT F. DUPREY 
VAA #2907004060

AUCTIONZIP.COM ID #31390
EAGLES20091992@LIVE.COM

ELBA AUCTIONS
6862 SANDY PT. RD., HAGUE, VA 22469

(H) 804.472.4199  (C) 804.313.7217

CONSTRUCTION/COMMERCIAL 
FINE JEWELRY
CHARITY
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

Estate Sales and Auctions

Offering personal and professional inventory, appraisal, 
marketing, and auctioning of deceased and living estates.

attract marine life are good places to 
fish for croakers. As the summer heats 
up water temperatures, shallow inshore 
waters will be better areas to fish for 
croakers in the morning and evening, 
while the channel edges work better 
during the rest of the day.

Smith Point Sea Rescue’s 30th 
fundraiser fishing tournament is 
scheduled for May 3rd and 4th, 2013. 
Striped bass are the fish to catch for 
the competition. More than $30,000 
in cash prizes and awards are spread 
out over twenty categories. To 
find out more about this important 
fundraiser for the Smith Point Sea 
Rescue organization, visit WWW.
SMITHPOINTSEARESCUE.COM. or 
call (804) 580-5221. pl 

Yacht Sales, Service, Slips & Smiles!
Hi-Dri Boatel & ABYC Boatyard

Located On Broad Creek At Mouth of Rappahannock River & Chesapeake Bay
18355 General Puller Hwy. Deltaville, Va 23043

info@dycboat.com      •      804-776-9898     •     www.dycboat.com

Stingray Point ASA 
Accredited Sailing School

Chesapeake Yacht Sales 
New & Used Power & Sail

Mainship & Albin Specialists

"We Love Boat Lovers!"

LP SINCE 1989
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C O M M U N I T Y

By Debbie Diggs

The Gift of Dance
Bayside Youth Ballet

Serving the Middle Peninsula and Northern Neck 
regions of Virginia, Bayside Youth Ballet has 
a long history of community involvement and 
exceptionalism through dance and leadership. In 
the fall of 1992, Debbie Diggs, owner of the Diggs 

School of Dance, founded Bayside Ballet to provide young 
dancers with enhanced instruction and extra performance 
opportunities. Mrs. Diggs received her dance training from 
Ballet Florida, Ballet Royal, and the Cecchetti Council of 
America. She studied with Marie Hale, Lea Darwin, Gus 
Giordano, Alvin Ailey, Jo Rowan, and Edith Royal. Her teacher 
training has included Dance Masters of America, Cecchetti 
Council of America, the Vaganova School of Teaching, 
University of Nebraska, and Kent State University. Dancers 
auditioned for membership as an apprentice or senior dancer 
and set to work on the performances, which are held annually. 

The first Bayside Youth Ballet Company performance was 
May 1, 1993.  

Over the years, BYB has brought the gift of 
dance through lecture demonstrations and community 
performances. In 1996, BYB performed its first full-length 
ballet, The Snow Maiden. This ballet was performed 
annually for several years before the company began 
showcasing excerpts from classical ballets and original 
choreography. In 2011, BYB returned to a story ballet 
performing Peter and the Wolf. This year the BYB will 
present their 20th Anniversary Gala event on May 18, 
2013.

Community projects and benefit performances are an 
integral part of the Ballet’s mission. BYB has fundraised 
and performed for a variety of needs, ranging from local 
families to Operation Smile. In 2009, BYB started its first 

Bayside Youth Ballet, 2012-2013. Front: Emma Cirillo, Savanna Klaus, Emma Pearson, Melody Thompson, 

Audrey Phillips, Sophia Fulton, Katherine Johnson / Second: Danakristal Frechette, Kierra Billups, Kayla 

McDade, Maggie Pruim, Gabriella Hansen, Victoria Klaus. Back: Danile Giesy (Co-Director), Hope Hunter 

(Choreographer/Instructor), Rose Frechette, Marisa Jones, Debbie Diggs (Artistic Director)
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annual “Summer Dance Experience,” a 
summer dance camp taught and led by 
BYB dancers under the supervision of 
the faculty of Diggs School of Dance. 
This past December, BYB performed 
for The Gloucester House, Coast Guard 
Children’s party, the Laurel Shelter, 
and Achilles and Abingdon elementary 
schools.

Today, twenty years later, BYB 
continues to look to the future. The 
mission of Bayside Youth Ballet is to 
provide superior instruction, exceptional 
curriculum, nurturing environments, 
and rigorous performance standards 
for aspiring young dancers. As a result, 
many of the dancers have pursued a 
career in the performing arts field and 
dance education. Currently, alumni are 
faculty members of Diggs School of 
Dance as well as serving on the board 
of directors. In addition, past members 
are dancing and choreographing 
for companies in New York and 
international dance companies. Several 
alumni have or are currently pursuing 

a degree in dance from colleges and 
universities. 

The company is governed by a 
board of directors established to assist 
the company in realizing its mission 
and positively contributing to the 
quality of life in local communities. 
Active community involvement is 
also critically important to BYB’s 
overall success. As a non-profit 5Olc3 
organization, the company continually 
struggles to meet its operational 
expenses, i.e., costumes, stage 
lights, backdrops, insurance, sound 
equipment, travel, props, advertising, 
supplies, postage, education, and 
other expenses. Even though the 
dancers receive all their rehearsal 
time, choreography, and directing at 
no cost, there is still an operational 
cost that must be offset. To help reduce 
this cost, and to afford each dancer 
an opportunity to share directly in 
accomplishing the company's  mission, 
community sponsors, advertisers and 
donors are crucial. By public donations 

and attendance at the performance 
events, the company can continue to 
develop future generations of dancers 
and responsible, contributing members 
of our communities. 

The 20th Anniversary Spring Gala 
begins at 7:00pm at the Gloucester 
High School auditorium. Company 
members and many of the alumni will 
be performing, and a special addition 
to the show will be appearances by 
company and alumni fathers. Lucas 
Bohn, a longtime friend of the ballet 
company and professional comedian, 
will serve as the emcee for the evening.  
Tickets are $10 for adults, $5 for 
children under ten, and are available at 
the Mathews Visitor Center, The Silver 
Box in Gloucester, both Diggs School 
of Dance studios in Mathews and 
Gloucester, as well as through members 
of the company. The company will 
hold open auditions on Friday, May 31 
at the Diggs School of Dance. For more 
information, call 804-694-5900 or visit 
www.baysideyouthballet.com. pl
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Kilmarnock, VA  •  Since 1916

Rappahannock 
Record

Serving the lower 
Northern Neck audience 

in print  and online.

18,317*
readers of the printed 

paper each week.

108,599**
monthly page views on our 

RRecord.com website.

To reach our audience, 
call 804-435-1701

*Pulse Research survey of Record readers     
**Google Analytics report
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Flowering Fields Bed & Breakfast
"Where Southern Hospitality Begins"

Near Irvington, Kilmarnock & White Stone
 232 Flowering Field  - White Stone, VA 22578

RESERVATIONS: (804) 435-6238
floweringfieldsbandb@gmail.com
www.floweringfieldsbandb.com

Breakfast includes famous Crabcakes

West Point Convenient Care
 For minor illness • Open 7 days a week

Call 804-843-7234
405 15th Street, West Point, VA 23181
Open Monday - Friday- 4:00 - 6:00pm 

and Saturday & Sunday 9:00am - 1:00pm

APPOINTMENTS DAILY
ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS

Dr. Katherine DeVries, MDDr. Lisa Cash, MDDr. Donald Carver, MD Dr. Marlene Capps, MD 

NOW OFFERING COUNSELING SERVICES
With Brad Skelding, MSW, LSCW

Call 804-854-1961 to learn more or to schedule your appointments today.

Bonnie Cooley, FNP-BC

Brad Skelding, MSW, LSCW

West Point Family Medicine
Open 8:00am - 4:00pm

Monday - Friday by appointment
Call 804-843-3131

On-Site Laboratory, Well Exams, 
Sports Physicals, Flu Shots, and X-Ray

GLOUCESTER 
Edgehill Shopping Center

(804) 693-4155

for all your office needs see

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 25 YEARS
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Our services include:
Home Decorating Consultation

Furniture for any Decor
Floor Coverings

Window Treatments
Bedding

Home Accessories
Pool and Patio

;
Main St.

Kilmarnock, Virginia
(804) 435-1329

Monday- Saturday
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
www.wfbooth.com

3 3 3 3

Toll Free
800-543-8894

       NEW FROM BRANDYLANE

In a detailed look at the history of Richmond, 
Benjamin Campbell examines the contradictions 

and crises that have formed the city over more than 
four centuries. Campbell argues that the community 
of metropolitan Richmond is engaged in a decisive 
spiritual battle in the coming decade. He believes the 
city, more than any in the nation, has the potential 
for an unprecedented and historic achievement. Its 
citizens can redeem and fulfill the ideals of their 
ancestors, proving to the world that race and class can 
be conquered by the deliberate and prayerful intention 
of honest and dedicated citizens. 

About the Author 
A native of Arlington, Virginia, the Rev. Benjamin 
P. Campbell studied political science and political 
economy at Williams College in Massachusetts, and 
studied theology as a Rhodes Scholar at the Queen’s 
College in Oxford. He received a Master’s in Divinity 
and an honorary Doctorate in Divinity from the 
Virginia Theological Seminary in Alexandria.  He has 
ministered to three Episcopal churches, and served as 
Communications Director and subsequently Program 
Director of the Episcopal Diocese of Virginia. In 
1987, he became Pastoral Director of Richmond Hill, 
an ecumenical Christian community and retreat center 
on Church Hill in Richmond. 

Paperback, $15.95.  Available from 
brandylanepublishers.com, amazon.com, 
bn.com and fine booksellers.

Richmond's Unhealed History 
by Rev. Benjamin P. Campbell

To Order
Order direct from the publisher at www.belleislebooks.
com; 804.644.3090 or write 5 South First Street, 
Richmond, Virginia 23219.  Also available at amazon.
com and bn.com. $15.95 plus shipping/handling. 

   
en years have passed since Tanya 
Smith’s last summer at Laurel 

Lake—the summer of Marie. Today Tanya 
is a confident, successful music promoter—a 
far cry from the naïve seventeen-year-old who 
showed up at the lake full of rosy notions of 
first love, lifelong friendships, and evenings 
spent sipping strawberry wine on the shore. 
That September changed everything, and as 
far as Tanya is concerned, there’s no going 
back. That is, until a mysterious phone call 
from Marie’s lawyer brings Tanya face to 
face with the past. Suddenly she finds herself 
returning to Laurel Lake and to everything 
she left behind there. 

Strawberry 
wine
Lee Adams
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